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progressively lost while neural cells in the 
retinal network remain functional. Elec-
tronic retinal prostheses have great poten-
tial to restore sight by electrical stimulation 
of the surviving neurons. Over the past few 
years, different types of retinal implants 
have been investigated, mainly epiretinal 
and subretinal. Epiretinal implants[3] electri-
cally stimulate the ganglion cells in the inner 
limiting membrane. Although they were 
proven to partially restore functional vision, 
they require complex intraocular implanta-
tion procedures. Subretinal prostheses[4] 
aim at the stimulation of bipolar cells in the 
inner nuclear layer. This approach involves 
simpler implantation methods and pre-
serves the natural image-processing mech-
anism of the retinal network. However, 
additional implanted electronics is neces-

sary to transfer power and data to the implant. To overcome this 
limitation, the concept of photovoltaic neural stimulation has been 
proposed.[5,6] In this approach, a photovoltaic implant converts the 
incoming light into electrical input which triggers neural activity. 
Photovoltaic retinal prostheses are self-powered devices which do 
not require any additional implanted electronics. Furthermore, 
they enable the preservation of the natural coupling between eye 
movement and image perception.

Ghezzi et al. recently developed a fully organic subretinal 
prosthesis based on a photoactive polymer as interface for 
neural stimulation.[7,8] The implant was proven to restore light 
sensitivity and spatial acuity in Royal College of Surgeons 
rats, a widely studied animal model of retinitis pigmentosa.[9] 
The absence of stimulating metal electrodes in this work is 
intriguing. The activation of the neural circuitry was ascribed 
to the interaction of photoexcited states in the polymeric film 
with the retinal environment, but the exact mechanism of neu-
rostimulation remains uncertain.

Mathieson et al. successfully demonstrated a photovoltaic 
subretinal prosthesis based on silicon photodiode (Si-PD) micro-
pixels.[5] In this system, the image captured by a head-mounted 
camera is processed by a portable computer and projected onto 
the subretinal implant from video goggles using pulsed near-
infrared (NIR) (880–915 nm) light, which selectively targets the 
artificial prosthesis being invisible to remaining photorecep-
tors. Upon illumination with NIR light, pulsed photocurrent 
is generated in each Si-PD pixel and delivered to nearby nerve 
cells through stimulating microelectrodes.[10] Charge injection 
into the biological tissue is maximized using photovoltaic pixels 

Photovoltaic retinal prostheses show great potential to restore sight in 
patients suffering from degenerative eye diseases by electrical stimulation 
of the surviving neurons in the retinal network. Herein, organic photodiodes 
(OPDs) sensitive to near-infrared (NIR) light are evaluated as photovoltaic 
pixels for future application in retinal prostheses. Single-junction and tandem 
OPDs are compared. In the latter, two nominally identical single-junction 
cells are processed on top of each other, effectively doubling the open-circuit 
voltage (VOC). Both single-junction and tandem OPD micropixels can deliver 
the required charge to stimulate neurons under pulsed NIR light at physio-
logically safe intensities when connected to stimulating microelectrodes in 
a physiological saline solution. However, only tandem OPD pixels can cover 
the entire charge per pulse neural stimulation window due to their higher VOC 
(≈1.4 V). This demonstrates the viability of high-resolution retinal prostheses 
based on flexible OPD arrays.

Organic Photodiodes

Retinal degenerative diseases lead to blindness due to progressive 
loss of photoreceptor cells, which are responsible for the conver-
sion of light entering the eye into electrical signals delivered to the 
brain. Retinitis pigmentosa and age-related macular degeneration 
are two leading causes of severe visual losses in adult individuals, 
affecting over one million people worldwide.[1,2] In patients suf-
fering from these diseases, rod and cone photoreceptor cells are 
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with three diodes in series that can increase the open-circuit 
voltage (VOC) up to 1.5 V. Due to the brittleness of individual 
silicon pixels, the implant is provided with trenches in the 
attempt to improve flexibility.[11]

Recent advances in the field of organic electronics have led 
to the development of organic photodiodes (OPDs) on thin flex-
ible substrate[12] with responsivity in the NIR range.[13] Herein, 
we evaluate NIR-sensitive OPDs as a possible alternative to 
the fully inorganic photodiodes described in the seminal work 
of Mathieson et al. The OPD pixel array may be processed on 
ultrathin plastic foil, resulting in a mechanically flexible, softer 
implant that responds to pulsed NIR illumination (Figure 1). 
As in the Si-PD case, photogenerated charge is delivered to the 
biological tissue through stimulating microelectrodes. This 
stimulation mechanism is well studied and makes it possible 
to reliably calculate the photogenerated charge once the proper-
ties of the photodiode and stimulating electrode are established. 
Further, the organic diodes can be stacked in the vertical direc-
tion resulting in tandem OPDs with higher VOC. Vertical mono-
lithic stacking of OPD pixels represents a potential advantage 
over series connected Si pixels because it enables the enhance-
ment of the VOC without increasing the pixel size, thereby main-
taining high spatial resolution. The concept of tandem OPDs 
has been widely explored, resulting in solar cells with power 
conversion efficiency (PCE) exceeding 17%.[14] Tandem OPDs 
can be made either with two different bandgap materials in the 
subcells or by stacking two identical subcells. The latter are gen-
erally referred to as homo-tandem cells. Here, we show that the 
higher VOC of homo-tandem OPD pixels over single-junction 

pixels leads to higher stimulating charge per unit area, thus not 
sacrificing areal density. Therefore, our approach aims at com-
bining the benefits of organic flexible implants and stimulating 
microelectrodes, paving the way toward future development of 
high-resolution retinal prostheses based on soft materials.

First, we characterize the photoresponse of NIR-sensitive 
single-junction and tandem OPDs based on a polymer–
fullerene bulk heterojunction. Second, we investigate the 
time and voltage dependence of charge storage on stimulating 
electrodes into a physiological saline solution under pulsed 
electrical bias. We combine our experimental results to simu-
late charge accumulation on a stimulating electrode connected 
to single-junction or tandem OPDs upon pulsed NIR illumina-
tion. Assuming scalability of the current–voltage characteristics 
with the photoactive area, we finally discuss pixel size and light 
intensity required to achieve efficient neural stimulation.

We developed solution-processed NIR-sensitive OPDs using 
poly[[2,5-bis(2-hexyldecyl)-2,3,5,6-tetrahydro-3,6-dioxopyrrolo[3,4-
c]pyrrole-1,4-diyl]-alt-[2,2′:5′,2′′-terthiophene]-5,5′′-diyl] (PDPP3T) 
as electron donor in combination with phenyl-C61-butyric acid 
methyl ester (PC61BM) as electron acceptor in the photoactive 
layer. The deep HOMO of PDPP3T (-5.30 eV)[15] results in rela-
tively high VOC, which is largely determined by the energy differ-
ence between HOMO of the donor and LUMO of the acceptor. As 
a consequence, PDPP3T shows relatively low photon energy loss 
relative to the optical bandgap (Eg), defined as Eloss = Eg -  qVOC.[16] 
To increase the VOC under monochromatic lighting conditions 
even further, we made tandem OPDs with PDPP3T:PC61BM in 
both subcells (Figure 2a). The photoactive layers were connected 
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Figure 1. Concept of photovoltaic retinal implant based on NIR-sensitive OPDs. The system diagram is inspired by the seminal work of Mathieson 
et al.[5] The image captured by a head-mounted camera is processed by a portable computer and projected onto the subretinal implant via a near-to-eye 
projection system using pulsed NIR light. The OPD array converts incoming light into pulsed photocurrent that is delivered to nearby nerve cells by 
stimulating microelectrodes.
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in series by a PEDOT:PSS/PEIE interconnecting layer. ZnO was 
used as electron transporting layer and MoOx as hole transport 
layer. The optimal photoactive layer thickness was determined by 
a combination of optical simulations of the layer stack and exper-
imental current density–voltage (J–V) and external quantum effi-
ciency (EQE) measurements of representative single-junction 
cells (Figure S1, Supporting Information).[17]

Figure 2b shows the J–V characteristics of single-junc-
tion and tandem OPD under simulated solar light (AM1.5G, 
100 mW cm-2). As indicated in Table 1, tandem OPDs exhibit 
approximately double the VOC of single-junction OPDs. The  
30 mV loss is mainly a result of the lower light intensity in each 
of the subcells compared to single-junction diodes.[18] Tandem 
OPDs show approximately half the short-circuit current density 
(JSC) of single-junction OPDs under same illumination conditions 
because two, instead of one, absorbed photons are needed to sus-
tain the photocurrent. An overview of the photovoltaic parameters 
of 15 tested OPDs is given in Table S1 (Supporting Information).

The EQE spectrum of single-junction and tandem OPDs 
shows NIR sensitivity with an absorption edge at ≈930 nm 
(Figure 2c). To reproduce the typical lighting conditions for a 
retinal implant,[19] we measured the photovoltaic para meters 
under high-intensity monochromatic NIR illumination. 
Figure 2d shows the VOC and JSC dependence on photon flux for 
single-junction and tandem OPDs under 730 and 830 nm light. 
The JSC increases linearly with increasing photon flux over 
more than four orders of magnitude. VOC approaches 1.4 V for 
tandem OPDs under 830 nm illumination at ≈1000 mW cm-2  
(≈5 × 1018 photons cm-2). For 830 nm pulsed illumination 
with 4 ms pulse duration, this light intensity is more than 
one order of magnitude below the ocular safety limit for peak 
irradiance.[20]

We investigated the process of charge accumulation on 
stimulating electrodes into the electrolyte when they are con-
nected to single-junction and tandem OPDs (Figure 3a). The 
OPD converts pulsed NIR light into pulsed photocurrent deliv-
ered to the electrode–electrolyte interface. Stimulation current 
flows from the stimulating electrode to a larger return elec-
trode. We described this system using a previously reported 
macroscopic equivalent circuit model,[19] where the interface 
between each electrode and the electrolyte is described by an 
access resistance Ra in series with a Faradaic impedance, i.e., 
a double-layer capacitance C with a parallel Faradaic resis-
tance RF. Quantities with labels 1 and 2 refer to stimulating 
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Figure 2. a) Device layout of single-junction (left) and tandem (right) OPD. b) J–V characteristics under simulated sunlight (AM1.5G, 100 mW cm-2). 
c) EQE spectra. For the tandem OPD, 730 and 940 nm light sources were used to optically bias the front and back subcell, respectively. d) Short-circuit 
current density (JSC) and open-circuit voltage (VOC) as function of photon flux for single-junction (red) and tandem (blue) OPD. Empty and filled markers 
correspond to data measured under monochromatic 730 and 830 nm illumination, respectively. The solid lines in the upper half of panel (d) represent 
a power law fit of JSC to photon flux Φ (JSC ∝ Φα). The best fit exponents α are 0.98 (single-junction) and 0.94 (tandem).

Table 1. Photovoltaic parameters of single-junction and tandem 
PDPP3T:PC61BM OPDs under simulated sunlight (AM1.5G, 100 mW cm-2).

OPD VOC [V] JSC [mA cm-2] FF PCE [%]

Single-junction 0.67 11.1 0.71 5.3

Tandem 1.31 5.67 0.75 5.6
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and return electrode, respectively. Re is the electrolyte bulk 
resistance.

We fabricated stimulating and return electrodes using sput-
tered titanium nitride (TiN), a widely used material for neural 
stimulation due to good biocompatibility and high charge 
injection capacity.[21] Because the TiN electrode properties rely 
on how they are exactly made, we characterized them to find 
numerical values of the circuit components in Figure 3a. We 
applied voltage pulses V0(t) to 0.275 mm2 stimulating electrodes 
in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and we analyzed the current 
waveforms Ip(t) flowing across a known probe resistance Rp 
(Figure 3b). We used return electrodes with surface area more 
than ten times larger than the stimulating electrodes. There-
fore, we neglected the contribution of the very large capacitance 
C2 and Faradaic resistance RF2 on the circuit dynamics. In this 
simplified electrical circuit, the electrolyte and access resistance 
are combined to a single variable R = Re + Ra,1.

The voltage and current waveforms at the electrode–elec-
trolyte interface are shown in Figure 3c for 1 and 200 ms 
pulse duration. The resistance R is calculated as the ratio 
between the applied voltage V0 and the maximum current 
peak Imax, R = V0/Imax. The Faradaic resistance is estimated 
as RF1 = V0/ΔI - R ≅ V0/ΔI, being ΔI the steady state current 
flowing at long pulse duration. However, due to negligible ΔI 
values we disregarded the contribution of RF1 on the circuit 
dynamics. The capacitance at a given pulse duration t is assessed 
as the ratio between charge and voltage across the double-layer 
capacitor, C1(t) = QC (t)/VC(t). The charge QC(t) is obtained by 
integrating the current over time, ∫=( ) ( )C pQ t I t dt . The voltage 
VC(t) is given by the Kirchhoff’s equation VC(t) = V0(t) - Ip(t)R.

From the linear fit of Imax as function of the applied voltage 
V0, R = 1 kΩ is found (Figure 3d). For a disk electrode in a con-
ductive medium, we assume the resistance R to scale with the 
electrode diameter d (≈ 600 µm) according to R = ρ/2d, resulting 
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Figure 3. a) Equivalent circuit model of an OPD connected to stimulating and return electrode into an electrolyte solution. Ra is the electrode access 
resistance, RF is the Faradaic resistance, C is the double-layer capacitance, and Re is the electrolyte bulk resistance. Quantities with labels 1 and 2 
correspond to stimulating and return electrode, respectively. b) Experimental setup for electrode characterization. Voltage pulses V0(t) are applied to 
TiN stimulating electrode and current waveforms Ip(t) through a known probe resistance Rp are monitored. c) Voltage and current waveforms at the 
electrode–electrolyte interface for 1 and 200 ms pulse duration. d) Maximum current peak Imax and double-layer capacitance per unit area C/A as func-
tion of applied voltage V0. The straight lines are linear fits to the experimental data.
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in electrolyte resistivity ρ ≈ 120 Ω cm. The TiN capacitance per  
unit area C/A upon 1 ms voltage pulses reaches about 
0.2 mF cm-2, thereby exceeding typical capacitance values for 
metal electrodes with low surface roughness (≈0.01 mF cm-2).[22] 
The slight increase in capacitance with voltage pulse duration 
has been explained as the result of ion diffusion into porous 
electrode materials, thus resulting in a larger effective surface 
area.[19]

The time response of organic photovoltaic cells to pulsed 
illumination shows that they behave as almost ideal power 
sources that switch from an active power generating state to 
a passive power consuming state on the timescale of a micro-
second.[23] Furthermore, the capacitance of the photovoltaic 
cells is small in comparison with the capacitances of the 
stimulating electrodes used in this work. These conditions 
allow for reliable calculation of the electrical charge generated 
by OPD micropixels coupled to TiN stimulating microelec-
trodes under pulsed illumination. We assumed appropriate 
area scaling of the OPD current density and the TiN electrode 
double-layer capacitance per unit area C/A. As an example, 
Figure 4a shows the I–V characteristics for a 2500 µm2 OPD 
pixel in dark and under 1500 mW cm-2 830 nm illumina-
tion (black and red) and the electrolyte load lines for a 40 µm 
diameter TiN disk electrode into an electrolyte with resis-
tivity corresponding to the retinal tissue (ρ ≈ 1000 Ωcm)[24] in 
case of discharged (dotted blue) and charged (dotted orange) 
electrode.

The OPD characteristics and the load line are used to calcu-
late the time response of the current in saline solution upon 
pulsed illumination (Figure 4b). When illumination is off, no 
current is generated by the OPD (point 1). As the light pulse is 
applied, the OPD current is given by the intersection between 
the I–V characteristic and the load line (point 2). During the 
light pulse the TiN electrode is charged, shifting the load line 
by an amount equal to the voltage across the double-layer 
capacitor. In this step, the system evolves toward point 3 and 
the current transient is calculated by solving the following 
system of equations:

( )

= + − 



 −





=
−










exp 10

cap

I I I
qV

nkT

I
V V t

R

SC

 (1)

where the first equation is used to fit the I–V characteristics 
under illumination and the second equation describes the 

load line in case of charged electrode, being ∫=( )
1

( )capV t
C

I t dt 

the time-dependent voltage across the electrode capacitor. To 
solve this system, we find the voltage V at each time step by 
numerically integrating the current over time. When the light 
pulse is turned off, the system switches to point 4 resulting in 
a current of opposite polarity flowing through the resistance 
R. Finally, the OPD discharges with time to reach the initial 
state (point 1). In this step, we compute the current solving 
system (1) with ISC = 0. We calculate the charge per pulse Q 
by integrating the positive current waveform over the pulse 
duration t1:

∫ ( )=
0

1

Q I t dt
t

 (2)

Figure 4c shows the charge per pulse as function of light inten-
sity for a 2500 µm2 single-junction and tandem OPD pixel coupled 
to a 40 µm diameter TiN disk electrode upon 4 ms pulsed illumi-
nation. The neural stimulation window for microelectrodes lies in 
a narrow range of Q values between 1 and 4 nC, as determined by 
the tissue functional threshold and the tissue damage threshold, 
respectively.[25] At low light intensities, the charge per pulse 
increases linearly with light intensity. Here, the microelectrode 
charging is current limited, as the load line intersects the I–V 
characteristic close to the short-circuit current (ISC) throughout 
the pulse duration. Under these conditions, higher charge values 
are reached with single-junction OPD due to the higher ISC. How-
ever, at higher light intensities the current pulses are voltage-lim-
ited as the OPD reaches the VOC during the light pulse. Here, the 
charge quickly saturates with light intensity and the tandem OPD 
outperforms the single-junction due to the higher VOC.

Both single-junction and tandem OPD pixels can deliver 
the required charge to stimulate neurons under pulsed NIR 
illumination at intensities < 100 mW  cm-2, thus more than 
two orders of magnitude below the ocular safety limit for  
4 ms pulsed illumination. However, for the optimal operation 
of a retinal implant, a linear response between charge and light 
intensity in the aforementioned narrow neural stimulation 
window is a prerequisite. This linear response allows for pre-
cise tuning of the brightness of the restored image. As it can 
be seen in Figure 4c, only tandem OPD pixels can linearly tune 
the charge throughout the neural stimulation window.

To efficiently convert pulsed illumination into stimulating 
photogenerated charge at video rate (20 Hz), complete electrode 
discharge between the light pulses is desirable. Residual charge 
accumulated on the electrodes would result in a decrease of cur-
rent upon consecutive light pulses.[19] The calculated residual 
current is still ≈1% of the maximum current after 50 ms 
(Figure 4d), thus resulting in lower photogenerated charge upon 
the following light pulse (Figure S3, Supporting Information). 
We investigated the electrode discharge rate for tandem OPDs 
with smaller shunt resistance, causing a higher leakage current 
density (Figure S4, Supporting Information), but with compa-
rable photovoltaic performance (Table S1, Supporting Infor-
mation). However, the discharge is not faster for high leakage 
tandem OPDs during the first 50 ms after the light pulse due to 
the lower conductance close to the load line intersection. Only 
beyond 600 ms the residual charge is lower for high leakage 
tandem OPDs due to the higher conductance at low voltages. 
Residual charge accumulation might be reduced by adding a 
shunt resistor to accelerate the electrode discharge rate.[26] In 
this respect, we note that for the envisioned OPD application in 
retinal implants operated without external bias the dark current 
is much less relevant than for imaging applications. For the 
latter, low dark currents in reverse bias are required to improve 
the device sensitivity. For the present tandem OPDs, the dark 
leakage current is on the order of 10-4 mA cm-2 at -2 V.

Figure 4e,f shows the superior performance of tandem OPD 
pixels over single-junction pixels for several combinations of 
photoactive area and stimulating electrode size. Tandem OPD 
pixels with photoactive area from 2500 to 6250 µm2 and electrode 

Adv. Mater. 2018, 30, 1804678
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diameter down to ≈35 µm can efficiently tune Q throughout 
the neural stimulation window upon 4 ms light pulse at 
physiologically safe intensity (from 150 to 600 mW cm-2). 

Instead, single-junction OPD pixels with the same geometry 
would require intensities beyond the range used in this study 
(>4000 mW cm-2). Stimulation with single-junction OPD pixels 
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at lower light intensity is only possible with 60 µm diameter 
electrodes. However, this would result in a larger overall pixel 
dimension, thereby reducing the implant resolution.

In summary, we investigated NIR-sensitive OPDs as photo-
voltaic pixels in an artificial retinal implant. We fabricated and 
characterized solution-processed single-junction and tandem 
OPDs as well as sputtered TiN stimulating electrodes. Com-
bining our experimental results, we simulated the performance 
of OPD micropixels coupled to TiN microelectrode in a physio-
logical environment upon pulsed NIR illumination. The higher 
VOC of tandem OPD pixels over single-junction pixels maxi-
mizes charge accumulation on the stimulating microelectrode. 
Tandem OPD pixels with small electrode size (≈35 µm in 
diameter) can cover the entire charge per pulse neural stimula-
tion window at physiologically safe light intensities. This opens 
a way toward future development of high-resolution retinal 
prostheses based on flexible OPD arrays.

Experimental Section
Single-Junction and Tandem OPDs: Device fabrication and 

characterization was performed according to recently published 
methods[27] and is further detailed in Supporting Information.

Stimulating and Return Electrodes: TiN electrodes were deposited on 
glass substrates by sputtering. The stimulating and return electrode 
geometrical surface areas were defined upon application of insulating 
Kapton tape by 0.275 and 10 mm2 apertures, respectively. The electrodes 
were then placed in PBS (0.01 m phosphate buffer, 2.7 × 10-3 m KCl, and 
137 × 10-3 m NaCl, pH 7.4) from Sigma-Aldrich. 1 and 200 ms voltage 
pulses from 0.1 to 1.3 V in 0.1 steps were applied by a pulse generator. 
A 100 Ω probe resistance Rp was used to analyze the current waveforms 
at the electrode–electrolyte interface.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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